
GOLD FROM THE CEILING 

An Adventure For MurderHobos 2nd Edition 

by Brian Wille 

 

The party is travelling north to a mid-size town that represents a chance to drink, sleep under a roof, 
learn of any looting possibilities and maybe rob some locals. 

It is late Fall, cold and wet. The road is mud, mixed with animal feces. The stench is impressive. 

Suddenly, a very bright light streaks across the sky and lands somewhere to the north of your destination. 
You’ve all heard the stories about stones from the sky that are made of precious metals, and decide 
that sky-rock belongs to you.  You walk faster towards the town, with a muddy spring in your high, 
hard boots. 

 

Upon reaching the town of Mirefieldtownsburg after two days of uneventful and unprofitable travel, 
there is a sort of festive atmosphere. It is crowded and busy. 

RUMORS: buying drinks for locals, or spending money and talking to bartenders, will produce 
rumors. So will threatening them with bodily harm. 

1) The space rock is made of pure gold (false) 
2) The space rock is made of some incredible metal (true) 
3) The sky rock isn’t a rock at all, and there was some thing inside it (true) 
4) The sky rock will only open to the sound of a bluebird singing (false) 
5) The sky rock is defended by a bunch of religious fanatics that think it’s from the gods (true) 
6) The sky rock is making people sick in the head and body and refugees are flooding in from the 

village where it landed. (true) 

Refugees: Walking around town will reveal that there are tons of refugees around, trying to sell 
valuable belongings at cut-rate prices to pay for the suddenly-expensive supplies they need to keep 
moving. Talking to them is irritating but they’ll explain they left their village after the sky-rock fell. 
The village is the next village to the north, following the road. 

Competition: It is also obvious that there are other groups of hardened individuals walking around, 
buying supplies, looking a lot like the party, and eyeing the party suspiciously. Talking to the 
dumber ones will reveal that they plan to plunder the sky-rock shortly. The sky rock is reported to be 
in the village to the north, following the road. Time is a-wasting. 

Crime and Punishment: One of the party members (roll randomly) will be recognized by a resident 
or village guard and loudly Accused of taking their family gold stash, seducing and despoiling their 
sister or brother, and killing the family dog on the way out. This accusation is true. An angry crowd 



will form and the party will be Evicted from town (which they are in a hurry to leave anyhow) unless 
someone can Talk Their Way Out of Anything against Dif 15. 

 

Fat Merchant Encounter: Shortly after leaving town, heading north towards the village of 
Mudfordshireplace, the party will encounter an ornate carriage stuck in the mud. Inside is a wealthy 
merchant dressed in fine clothes and wearing jewels. He has a coffer inside with him containing gold. 
Unless the party continues on its way, his nervous guards will assume you are going to rob them, 
and attack. 

Merchant 

1 hit, Dif 7 if he’s not killed while sitting on his ass in the carriage. 

6 Merchants Guards 

2 hit, Dif  9  

The one sitting next to the driver has a crossbow, the rest armed with melee weapons. 

Treasure 

Coffer with 100gp in it, rings and a necklace worth another 25gp. 

 

The party will pass more groups of refugees heading south as they travel, but soon they will change 
from refugees to dangerous groups of religious fanatics. These groups are composed of regular idiots 
who have lost their minds and think they can stop a group of hardened murderhobos. Show them 
they are wrong. 

 

Funnel Fools Group One 

5 Fools (butcher, baker, candlestick maker, two farmers) 

1 hit, Dif 7 

3gp each from robbing and forcing refugees to pay tolls. 

Funnel Fools Group Two 

8 Fools (tailor, cobbler, barrel-maker, undertaker, 4 farmers) 

1 hit, Dif 7 

5 gp each from robbing and forcing refugees to pay tolls. 

 



The party will pass odd wooden and canvass signs with symbols on them. Rolling well on Knowing 
Shit will give the character a headache, feeling of despair, and nausea. 

 

Mudfordshireplace is a sprawling village but mostly empty now. It’s easy to find the sky-rock, as it’s 
sitting in a crater in the middle of town. It is indeed very shiny, but it’s hard to get a good look at it 
since it is guarded. 

 

5 Crater Fanatic Guards 

2 hit, Dif 10 

1) Fanaticism allows them a second attack if first attack hits. 

They’ve been robbing heretics and their houses, and have equivalent of 10gp each on them (jewelry, 
gold, silver)  

 

If Crater Fanatics are defeated, the top of the “sky-rock” will pop open shortly afterward and a 
delicious scent will fill the air, like fresh-baked bread.  A creature will emerge. It looks fearsome, 
vaguely circular and hovering above the ground without legs. It is covered in tentacles which end in 
sharp stabbiness. It invades the character’s minds and they feel even filthier than usual. It attacks. 

 

Hideous Creature From Another World 

5 hit, Dif 15 

1) If the Hideous Creature’s attack hits, it gets another attack. Tentacles everywhere! 
2) If the second attack hits, the Hobo rolls his or her Avoiding Traps secondary trait vs. 10. If the 

Hobo fails, they are wrapped and squeezed by a tentacle and on next round they can roll again 
to get out. While stuck, if they fail they take a hit. This continues till they die or make a 
successful save. 

 

Once the Creature is killed, it explodes and covers the party with its inner goo. Horrifyingly, this 
inner alien creature goo is delicious. 

The alien escape-pod, for that is what it  is, now belongs to the party. It is about the size of a small 
hut, virtually indestructible and filled with items made of  titanium, which could pass for platinum.  

Treasure: 10 items of unknown use that you could say are art, or jewelry, made of “platinum.” Worth 
50gp each, more to a skilled smith or alchemist. 



 

With the death of the Creature, the headaches and nausea go away. People start moving back into the 
village, and everyone seems confused about all the death and destruction and weird signs all over the 
place.  Somewhere, a bluebird begins to sing. 
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